ATMOX FLEX System

Moisture Control System for Crawlspaces

Installation Guide

Easy Steps to Install
Thank you for purchasing the ATMOX Controlled Ventilation System.
This Installation Guide will cover the easy steps to install and setup the ATMOX FLEX v2 System.
For instructions on specific fans and accessories, please refer to Specification Sheets by product.

For questions not covered in this guide, please contact ATMOX for assistance:
Phone: 704-248-2858
Email: info@atmox.com
Product Specifications
Usage: Variable from 1.5-150 W
Input Voltage: 85-132V AC
Output Voltage: 12-13V DC
Output Current Range: 0-12.5A
Data Input: 2 Temperature/RH
Power Output: 3 Switched, 1 Constant

Use only approved ATMOX Fans and Accessories with the
ATMOX FLEX System
Issue: 2018-04

© Copyright 2018 ATMOX INC
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Box Contents
1

2

4

5
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1. FLEX Controller
2. Outside Temperature and Humidity Sensor
3. Inside Temperature and Humidity Sensor
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4. ATMOX screwdriver
5. Colored banana plugs: 2 black, 1 red, 1 orange
6. Quick splice connectors (4)
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ATMOX FLEX System

Moisture Control System for Crawlspaces

User’s Guide

7. Extension cable (RJ11) with coupler
(4 cables x 25 ft. each)
8. ATMOX FLEX User’s Guide
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Tools and Supplies
Most supplies are already
included with your
ATMOX System.

General tools and supplies needed:

Screws are not included for the
following:
Controller – Needs 4 screws
Inside Sensor – Needs 2 screws
Outside Sensor – Needs 2 screws
Choose the screws appropriate for the
surface you are mounting to.
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Component Placement

1

5
1

1

6

2B

4
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2A

Review Components
1

2A/2B

1 – Controller placement options

2A – Outside Sensor placement option
2B – Inside Sensor placement option

3

Fan mounting throughout crawlspace

4

Low voltage wiring for fans & accessories
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Testing

Before beginning installation, take a moment
to review components that you will be using on
this house. As you review the steps for each
component, think about where components will be
placed. A little pre-planning will make things go
very smoothly when installing.

TIP

Review the ATMOX System configuration to
better understand use of components and
wiring options.
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Basic System Configuration

Sensors
measure
and
provide
data to the
Controller.

RED OUTPUT
Fans will run
when the outside
air is beneficial.
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ORANGE OUTPUT
Fans will run when the
outside air is beneficial
or when inside relative
humidity is elevated.
(Runs with Red Output
and with Yellow Output)

YELLOW OUTPUT

PURPLE OUTPUT

Fans or dehumidifiers
will run when the
outside air is not
beneficial and inside
relative humidity is
elevated.

A constant power
source for accessories.

Controller Installation
Placement Options

Place controller in a location that
is viewable, such as a garage
or closet. It needs to be near an
electrical outlet. Wires will need to
feed to crawlspace and outside.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Mount using four
screw holes.

Use all four holes.

Plug into power outlet.

Use:

4 screws

Don’t place controller in
outside location.
WARNING
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Sensor Installation and Connections
Required sensors connect to controller with RJ11 cable

Required Sensors
TIP

Outside

Inside

WARNING
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Do not place sensor under
porch or deck.

Sensors measure
temperature and humidity
and provide data to the
controller.

Installation of Outside Sensor
Placement Options

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Place sensor in outside
location within a few feet of
wire feed into crawlspace.

Mount using two
screws.

Use extension cables to
extend to the controller
as described on page
13.

Plug jack into slot
labelled “OUTSIDE
SENSOR”.
.

Use:

2 screws

TIP

Avoid direct constant sun
if possible. This may cause
the sensor to give a higher
temperature reading.

CAUTION

Try to avoid locations
beside HVAC equipment
or an exhaust fan.
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Installation of Inside Sensor
Use:

Placement Options:

2 screws

Place sensor on a joist or beam inside crawlspace.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Pull sensor from
mounting bracket.

Mount using two
screws.

Push sensor back
into bracket.

Use extension
cables to extend
sensor cable to the
controller location
as described on
page 13.

Plug jack into slot
labelled “INSIDE
SENSOR”.

1 Try to place inside
TIPS
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sensor in the middle of
the crawlspace.

2 If you have an optional

dehumidifier, do not place
the inside sensor too close
to the dehumidifier.

Using Extension Cables
Overview

Step 1

Step 2

25’ extension cables with
couplers are provided
to extend cables to the
controller. These can be used
in any combination.

Find coupler at end of extension cable.

Insert end of sensor cable into
coupler.

Step 3

Step 4

Connect additional extension
cables as needed.

Fasten cable to joists. Be careful
not to staple through a cable.

Use:
Staples or fasteners to keep
cables secure.

WARNING

All coupler connections
must be installed inside
the crawlspace. If the
jacks and couplers are
outside, they will get wet
and corrode causing a
sensor defect.

Step 5
Create a drop loop at each
coupler connection before
securing to joist. Tension
on jacks may cause internal
damage to cable.

CAUTION

It is not recommended
to exceed 75’ in one
cable run.
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Fans & Components
ATMOX fans and accessories should be mounted in crawlspace according to instructions supplied with
each component.
As the installer, you should already have a plan on effective placement of fans.
For questions on specific component placement, contact ATMOX for more information.

1

Use of components not compatible with the ATMOX System
could cause an electrical surge and damage control box.
This would not be covered under ATMOX warranty.

2

Power supply in the FLEX System is limited to 150 WATTS
- If you exceed 150 watts of power, you must add power
booster supply. (Available as add-on)
- Refer to component spec sheet for power usage.

3

Intake Fans should not be placed under a deck or porch.
Intake Fans should not be within ten feet of a gas line or gas
furnace exhaust.

WARNING
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Fans & Components
RED OUTPUT

Fans will run when the outside air is beneficial.

Every ATMOX system will use the RED output line.
General Rule: Exhaust and intake fans used in vent locations.

ORANGE OUTPUT

YELLOW OUTPUT

PURPLE OUTPUT

Fans will run when the
outside air is beneficial
or when inside relative
humidity is elevated.

Fans or dehumidifiers
will run when the
outside air is not
beneficial and inside
relative humidity is
elevated.

A constant power
source.

General Rule:
Dead Area Fans

WARNING

Using fans and accessories on the
wrong output line may lead to improper
operation of the ATMOX System and
may have a detrimental effect.

General Rule:
Dehumidifiers

General Rule:
Lights

As the installer, you need to understand the function that each fan or accessory will
have in the space. The function will determine which output line the product will
need to be wired to. You need to determine these functions prior to running wire to
fan or accessory locations. Use will vary by system.
Each output line will need its own separate wire running from the control box to
the fan/accessory locations.
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Low Voltage Wiring
For all ATMOX Systems, use 14/2 gauge low voltage wire. It is very simple to use. Just remember that one side
will always be used as the positive and the other as the negative.
Grooved Side = Negative
Smooth Side = Positive
Purchase separately.
Usage depends on
size of space.
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The smooth side will
generally have writing on it.

TIP

Your wire may have different
grooves or writing. Either
side can be used as positive
or negative as long as you
are consistent.

Banana Plugs

Fan Connector Wire

Quick Splice Connectors

• Included with controller set.

• Included with each fan or
accessory.

Positive = Colored Plug
Negative = Black Plug

Positive = Black Side
Negative = White Side

• Two included with each fan or
accessory.
• Four included with controller
set to add two supplemental
wires if needed.

Wiring Explanation

Primary Low Voltage Wire
Black Banana Plug

Negative (grooved side)

Red Banana Plug

Positive (smooth side)

Quick Splice
Connectors

Follow
same wiring
schematic for
each output

Supplemental
Low Voltage Wire

Fan Connector Wire
Fan or
Accessory
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Preparing Primary Wire

WARNING

Unplug controller from power source
while completing next steps.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Split wire about two
inches from end.

Pull the ends apart.

Remove outer coating to
expose about 3/8 inch of
internal copper.

Repeat on other side.

CAUTION
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Do not strip the wires when
cutting for separation.

Attaching Banana Plugs
Use:

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Loosen screw in
banana plug.

For red banana plug, insert the Tighten screw.
smooth side into bottom of plug.

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Repeat Steps 1-3 for the black
banana plug. Insert the grooved
side into bottom of plug in Step 2.

Plug red banana
plug into red jack on
controller.

Plug black banana plug
into corresponding black
jack on controller.
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Fastening Primary Wire
Pull primary low voltage wire from controller to the fans.
• If primary wire reaches
all fans, then proceed to
connecting fans.
• If more wire is needed,
proceed to next page to add
supplemental wires.

TIP
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Add a drop loop in locations
where supplemental wire will
be added to the primary wire.

Step 1

Step 2

Secure wire to joists. Be
careful not to puncture a wire.

Create a drop loop at each
fan location. This will give
you extra wire to work
with when attaching fan
connector wire.

Preparing Supplemental Wires
Use:
Step 1

CAUTION

Step 2

Do not cut across the primary wire.
Do not strip the wires when cutting for separation.

On primary wire, select location Pull apart the two sides to make
where supplemental wire will
a loop of about three inches.
be attached. Split wire.

Step 4

Step 3
Cut end on supplemental wire to
make sure it is smooth and even.

Step 5

Cut middle of supplemental wire. Pull the ends apart.
Split about two inches from end.
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Attaching Supplemental Wires
Step 1

Step 2

Find the positive side of the
primary wire (smooth side) in
the loop. Push the wire into the
quick splice connector.

Take the end of the positive side of
Use pliers on metal splice to make
the supplemental wire (smooth side). a connection with both wires.
Insert the end of the wire into the
connector until it hits the plastic stop.

Step 4

Step 5

Push the cover of the quick
Repeat Steps 1-4 with the
splice connector down to close. negative side of the primary and
supplemental wire (grooved side).
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Step 3

Step 6
When finished, both sides
of wires will be connected
to each other.

Once attached,
pull supplemental
wire to remaining
fans on this color
output. Secure
wire and create
drop loops in
same manner as
primary wire.

Attaching Connector Wire
Use:
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Go to the drop loop
location where you
want to attach your fan.

Split wire.

Pull apart the two
sides to make a loop
of about three inches.

Find the positive side
of the low voltage wire
(smooth side) in the loop.
Push the wire into the
quick splice connector.

TIP

All ATMOX fans and accessories will
use the same fan connector wire.
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Attaching Connector Wire

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

Open the fan
connector wire.

Take the end of the positive side
of the fan connector wire (black
wire). Insert the end of the fan
connector wire into the connector
until it hits the plastic stop.

Use pliers on metal splice
to make a connection with
both wires.

Push the cover of
the connector down
to close.

CAUTION
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Avoid damage to wire tips. Do not use
excessive force when pulling wires. If tip
breaks, see page 41 for instructions.

Attaching Connector Wire
Step 9

Step 10

Step 11

Find the negative side of the low
voltage wire (grooved side) in
the loop. Push the wire into the
connector.

Take the end of the negative side of
the fan connector wire (white wire).
Insert the end of the fan connector
wire into the connector until it hits
the plastic stop.

Use pliers on metal splice to
make a connection with both
wires.

Step 12

Step 13

Push the cover of the connector
down to close.

Plug the jack on end of fan
connector wire into the fan.

Attach all ATMOX fans
and accessories in the
same manner.
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Optional Dehumidifier Installation
Optional dehumidifier with the ATMOX System will need the Dehumidifier Relay Kit for use with the Yellow Output.

Follow instructions for use and installation
as specified on Product Specification Sheet
provided with Relay Kit.
Follow instructions from dehumidifier
manufacturer for proper setup and water
drainage.
Once installed, the setting on the dehumidifier
MUST be set to CONTINUOUS
or LOWEST HUMIDITY SETTING.

WARNING
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Dehumidifier must have its own
electrical outlet within distance of
dehumidifier electrical cord.

Power System and Testing
Use the checklist to test all aspects of the ATMOX System.

√

Checklist
Power and readings on controller

Once the wiring is
complete, plug the
controller back into the
electrical outlet.

Page Reference
28-30

No alarm lights

31

Testing red and orange output (fans)

32

Testing orange and yellow output (fans and
dehumidifier) if utilizing this option

33

Testing purple output if utilizing this option

34
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Testing Controller
1 The controller should have power, and display should have
rotating screens.
• For faster rotation of screens, press the M button to
manually scroll.
• Press the M button to light up screen for easier viewing.
2 The red light next to ALARM should not be illuminated.
If there is an alarm, read notification on display screen for
more information.
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Informational Display Screens
Temperature Screen

The Temperature Screen displays the temperature
outside and inside the crawlspace.

The ATMOX system evaluates the outside and inside
temperature to determine whether or not to ventilate
the crawlspace. If the temperatures are too cold or
too hot based on several calculations, the system
will not ventilate with outside air. The ATMOX system
automatically adjusts its temperature parameters for
different times of the year.
Note: If the outside sensor is located in direct sunlight,
it will often heat the metal housing causing the sensor
to read a temperature that is higher than the ambient
outdoor temperature. The overall outside moisture
calculations (dew point) will not be incorrect, so this
generally does not affect basic operation of the ATMOX
system in determining when fans should be running.

Dew Point Screen

The Dew Point Screen displays the dew point outside
and inside the crawlspace.

Dew point is the key to the ATMOX system. Dew
point is calculated from the temperature and humidity
measurements and gives you the best indicator of
moisture in the air. A higher dew point means there is
more moisture in the air, and a lower dew point means
there is less moisture in the air. The ATMOX system
does not activate ventilation on an absolute number but
instead uses a comparison of air in the two locations.
Under most circumstances, the fans will ventilate when
the outside dew point is 1 to 1.5 degrees lower than
inside dew point. There are some exceptions to this built
into the software, for example temperature parameters
need to be met. There is also a time delay of 15 to
30 minutes to conserve energy and avoid constant
on and off. This means that you will not always see
instantaneous change in operations.
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Informational Display Screens
Relative Humidity Screen

Fans On Screen

The Relative Humidity Screen displays the relative
humidity outside and inside the crawlspace.

The Fans On Screen displays when the fans are activated.

Relative humidity is measured by the sensor along with temperature
in each location and is used to calculate dew point. An important
component of relative humidity is the word “relative.” Humidity is
relative to temperature and can fluctuate significantly with changes in
temperature. ATMOX ventilates based on a dew point comparison for
this reason. It is possible for the humidity outside to be higher than
inside but to still trigger fans to run. It all depends on the corresponding
temperature. In general, the ATMOX system is not looking to target an
exact humidity level but instead is looking to have variations mirroring
the outdoors. The goal is not to have extremely high humidity in the
crawlspace for extended periods of time.
There are some operations on the ATMOX system that are triggered by
inside humidity levels. Under default settings, if the crawlspace humidity
exceeds 80% and outside dry air is not beneficial, then the controller
will activate the Orange and Yellow outputs used for internal fans and an
optional dehumidifier. Once activated, the fans and/or dehumidifier will
continue operation until the inside relative humidity is below 75% or when
outside air is drier. The system will automatically trigger these outputs
even when setup does not have a dehumidifier or internal fans.
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When this screen is showing, the conditions outside
are beneficial to the crawlspace and fans have been
triggered to run. All fans will be activated.

Dehumidifier On Screen

The Dehumidifier On Screen displays when the Yellow
and Orange outputs are activated.

When this screen is showing, the conditions outside
are not beneficial to the crawlspace and the inside
relative humidity is elevated. All components plugged
in the Yellow and Orange outputs will be activated.
It is important to note that this screen will come on
regardless of whether or not a dehumidifier is actually
installed with the system.

System Notifications
System notifications are designed to alert you of a potential problem. The following are all possible alerts:

Missing, None, Defect (Def), with Inside or
Outside Sensor

Humidity Too High

Any of these alerts indicate that there is a data connection Under the system default settings, this humidity alarm
problem with the corresponding sensor. See page 38 for
setting is turned to the off position, but could be active
“Troubleshooting.”
on the system. If this alert is on for a brief period of time,
there is no reason for concern as humidity can fluctuate.
If this alert is on for an extended period of time, the
crawlspace should be checked.
Communications Error

There is a data connection problem with the wire inside
the controller. Contact ATMOX for more information and
instructions.
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Testing Red and Orange Output
All fans should be tested to make sure that they are
working properly. The best way to do this is to start
the fans manually and then go check the fans.

Start the fans in Manual Mode:
Step 1: Press Arrow button.
Step 2: Make sure the red Manual light is illuminated.
Step 3: Press
button.
Step 4: Check display for “Manual on: 24h.”

+

Step 4
Step 2

Step 3

Step 5: Check all fans by physically going to look at them.

Put system back to Automatic Mode:
Step 1

Step 1: Press Arrow Button.
Step 2: Make sure the red Manual light is illuminated.
Step 3: Press
button.
Step 4: Check to make sure it no longer displays “Manual on: 24h.”

+

1
TIPS
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After a manual start of fans, all fans will continue to operate for 24
hours. This will go back to Automatic Mode after this time. You
cannot leave system in Manual Mode for more than 24 hours.

2

If any fans are not running, see
Troubleshooting on pages 39 and 40.

Testing Yellow and Orange Output
An optional dehumidifier, if used, should be tested to make sure that it is working properly and connected to the
correct output. It is also important to check all fans on the Orange output to make sure that they are separate from
fans that are on the Red output. The best way to do this is to start fans and optional dehumidifier on Orange and
Yellow outputs manually and then go check them.
Step 1: Press and Hold Arrow Button until screen changes.

Step 2

Step 4
Step 1

Step 2: Once display changes, all items connected to Yellow and
Orange outputs will operate for 10 minutes.

Step 3: Check operation of dehumidifier and all fans on the
Orange or Yellow output lines by physically going to
look at them.
Step 4: System will go back to Automatic Mode on its own after
the 10 minutes. To immediately go back to Automatic
Mode, Press M.

WARNING

No intake or exhaust fans venting to the
outside should be running during this test.
Make sure that they were not wired on
ORANGE or YELLOW output.
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Testing Purple Output
All fans and accessories should be tested to make
sure that they are working properly and connected
to the correct output. The Purple Output is a
constant power source.

Step 4
Step 2
Step 3
Step 1

1
TIPS
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Stop the system in Manual Mode:
Step 1: Press Arrow button.
Step 2: Make sure the red Manual light is illuminated.
Step 3: Press button.
Step 4: Check display for “Manual off: 24h.”

-

Step 5: Check all fans and accessories on the Purple Output
lines by physically going to look at them. No other output lines
should be operating.

Put system back to Automatic Mode:
Step 1: Press Arrow Button.
Step 2: Make sure the red Manual light is illuminated.
Step 3: Press button.
Step 4: Check to make sure it no longer displays “Manual off: 24h.”

-

After a manual stop of fans, all fans and accessories connected to RED,
ORANGE and YELLOW outputs will stop operation for 24 hours. This will
go back to Automatic Mode after this time. You cannot leave system in
Manual Mode for more than 24 hours.

2

If any fans or accessories are not
running, see Troubleshooting on
pages 39 and 40.

Setting Adjustments
The ATMOX System software is preset. Most of the time you should not have to make any adjustments.
If you have any questions about the operation of the system, contact ATMOX before making software adjustments.

TIP

WARNING

Before making any settings
adjustment, make sure that the
Manual Light is off.

Improper settings can negatively
affect the operation of the
ATMOX system.
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Dehumidifier Active Setting
The default setting triggers Orange and Yellow Outputs to come on if inside relative humidity is above 80% and
outside air is not beneficial.
This setting can be turned off or can be adjusted in five percentage point increments between 50% and 95%.
To adjust settings:
Step 1: Press

+ button.

Step 2: Press M button several times until screen looks like
Step 1 & 3

this:

Step 4
Step 2
Step 5

+

Step 3: Press
button to increase the relative humidity
trigger point or to turn off setting.
Step 4: Press button to decrease the relative humidity
trigger point.

-

Step 5: Press Arrow button to return to main menu.
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TIP

Once activated, the turn-off point is
five percentage points lower than the
activation point.

Default Settings
If undesired changes have been made to settings, you can reset all settings back to the default settings.

Step 1: Press and hold both Arrow and M buttons
simultaneously for over five seconds until screen
changes to:
Step 2 & 3

Step 2: Press

+ button one time. Screen will show:

Step 3: Press

+ button again, screen will change to:

Step 1
Step 1 & 4

Step 4: Press Arrow button to return to main screen.
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Troubleshooting Alarm Lights
Problem: There is an alarm light illuminated.
Explanation: There is either a hardware problem or an alert notification.
A “DEF” (defective) for a
sensor reading.
Reboot the system.

Error remains.
Issue is with sensor or
extension cable.

Error cleared.
Problem solved.
Look at display reading
for alarm information.

For any alerts or notifications,
check the crawlspace for cause
of alert.

TIP
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If error comes back, then
contact ATMOX for assistance.

“missing” or “none” for a
sensor reading.
Need to check sensor.

If there is an alarm of any kind, the ATMOX
system will not operate. You cannot test
other outputs until alarm is cleared.

Look to see if it is Inside Sensor,
Outside Sensor, or both. Take
the sensor with the error and
bring it to the controller. Plug
it into the controller with no
extension cables.

Sensor gives proper reading.
Issue is with extension cable or
coupler. Check the line.

Sensor does not
give reading.
Issue is with jack
on sensor or the
sensor is defective.
Contact ATMOX for
assistance.

Troubleshooting Fan Operation
Problem: A fan or group of fans are not running.
The following are to troubleshoot one output line at a time. Fans should be set to Manual On for testing and
troubleshooting.

STEP 1:
On the primary wire,
some fans are not
running.

Check the fan connector wire
for the fan(s) not running.
Check to make sure fan
connector wire is completely
inserted into fan.
Look for full splice and
consistency with positive and
negative sides.

Fan connector wire fixed.
Problem solved.
Still having issues, test fan in
working fan connector wire
and contact ATMOX
for assistance.

Some fans running
and some fans not
running.

When all fans on primary
wire are running.
STEP 2:
Check fans on
supplemental wire

If some fans on supplemental
wire not running.

If all fans on supplemental wire
not running.

Check the quick splice
connectors connecting the
primary and supplemental
wires. Look for full splice and
consistency with positive and
negative sides.
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Troubleshooting Fan Operation
Problem: All fans are not running.
The following are to troubleshoot one output line at a time. Fans should be set to Manual On for testing and
troubleshooting.

ALL fans not running.

On primary wire, temporarily switch the
colored and black banana plugs.

If fans are now running, banana plugs
were attached on wrong side. Switch
banana plugs and re-insert in correct
colored jacks. Recheck all fans on
primary wire.
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If fans are still not running,
insert banana plugs back into
the correct colored jacks.
Contact ATMOX for assistance.

Quick Splice Connectors and Connector Wires
Reset a Quick Splice Connector:
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3A

Step 3B

Open cover and
wedge open.

Pull apart and
remove wires.

If needed, reinsert
metal piece.

If needed, push
metal piece up.

Reuse a Fan Connector Wire:

The following steps are only needed if the metal tip is missing or damaged.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Cut end of wire.

Strip approximately two
inches of outer sheathing.

Twist copper back over
sheathing.

Use exposed copper to
make splice connection.

1/2

h

inc
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ATMOX Limited Three-Year Warranty
When installed, operated, used and maintained as intended in residential applications and according to the instructions supplied
with ATMOX products, ATMOX warrants its products for a period of 3-years from the date of purchase against any defects
in material and workmanship. The products covered by this warranty include the control boxes, fans, sensors and wiring
manufactured by ATMOX. ATMOX will repair or replace, at ATMOX’s option, any ATMOX product or component found to be
defective within the 3-year warranty period.
ATMOX products are designed to improve conditions in the crawlspace, basement or crawlspace, yet are limited by atmospheric
and natural conditions over which ATMOX has no control and which are not covered by this warranty. ATMOX products are
not warranted against damage caused by electrical surges, fire or other casualty, vandalism, or acts of God (including lightning
strikes and floods). This warranty does not make representations regarding mold, insects, termites, water, rot, electrical, HVAC,
roof, framing, foundation, floors, drywall, gutters, ice dams or other problems that may occur in a house structure. The warranty
does not include any costs of removal or reinstallation.
Third-party products by other manufacturers sold by ATMOX (such as dehumidifiers) are not covered by this warranty but may
be covered under separate warranties by the product’s manufacturer. Purchaser should contact third party manufacturers for
warranty claims and coverage of third-party products not manufactured by ATMOX.
ATMOX INC’S LIABILITY UNDER THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS STRICTLY LIMITED TO REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF
DEFECTIVE ATMOX PRODUCTS. OTHER THAN THE WARRANTIES EXPRESSLY DESCRIBED HEREIN, ATMOX DISCLAIMS ALL
OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. ATMOX WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
Some states do not allow certain limitations and exclusions of warranty, so these exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty
gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights, which vary from state to state.
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ATMOX INC

10612-D Providence Road #229
Charlotte, NC 28277
Phone:
Fax: 		
Email:
Website:

704-248-2858
704-675-9858
info@atmox.com
www.atmox.com

